
1 Centre slashes LPG prices by ₹200 ahead of poll
season  

1 When will you restore J&K Statehood, CJI asks
Centre 

4 ‘Reroute rail track through gibbon sanctuary’ 

6 The Election Commission — autonomy in the
crosshairs 

6 All for small 

7 Gig Workers Bill: reading between the lines 

9 The Jammu and Kashmir bifurcation: an
integration without integrity 

10 India lodges ‘strong protest’ with China over
new map; ‘absurd claims,’ says Minister 

12 41.1% NREGS workers out of Aadhaar -based
wage system 

12 India, Kenya sign MoU for shipbuilding
collaboration 

12 Cyclone frequency may rise over Indian coast
from the warming of Pacific: study 

12 Pragyan confirms sulphur near south pole of
moon; search on for hydrogen 

14 ‘Monsoon woes may lift food prices’ 

II Scientists finally finish sequencing ‘weird’ male
Y chromosome 

1 SC asks Govt: Is there a time frame for J&K
statehood, when will you hold polls

1 India protests China’s latest map, Jaishankar
says ‘absurd claim’s are Beijing’s old habit’

1 To fill a critical gap IAF looks to buy six mid-air
refuellers

5 Delhi residents lose nearly 12 years of their
lives to air pollution, says latest report

10 Climate finance, hard fact

10 BASIC STRUCTURE, SO FAR

11 When food is a vaccine

12 Chandrayaan-3 rover detects sulphur, other
elements: ISRO

15 Outlay on roads and renewables may climb
to  ₹13 lakh crore in FY24, FY25

17 Before SC in Article 370 case: constitutionality
of CO 272, 273

17 SELF-RESPECT MARRIAGE

17 Staring at driest-ever August

17 Why Chandrayaan-3 lander had four engines,
one fewer than 2019 mission
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"It is not the intention but the action that delivers."


